Paracyclophanes as model compounds for strongly interacting π-systems, part 3: influence of the substitution pattern on photoabsorption properties.
The structures and energetics of the ground and first excited states of [2.2]paracyclophane (PC) and its pseudo-para- (p-DHPC) and pseudo-ortho-dihydroxy (o-DHPC) as well as monohydroxy derivates (MHPC) are investigated by quantum chemical calculations, X-ray crystallography, and resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectroscopy (REMPI) in a free jet. We show that substitution of the aromatic hydrogens in PC causes significant changes of the structure and in particular its change between the ground and the excited state. The structural changes include a breathing mode as well as shift and rotation of the benzene moieties and are rationalized by the electronic structure changes upon excitation. Spin-component-scaled second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation method (SCS-MP2) reproduces the experimental X-ray structure correctly and performs significantly better than ordinary MP2 and the B3LYP methods. The parent propagation method, SCS-approximate coupled cluster second order (SCS-CC2), yields adiabatic excitation energies within 0.1 eV of the experimental values for PC and the investigated hydroxyl derivates as well as the related aromatic molecules benzene and phenol. It is shown that zero-point vibration energy corrections at the time dependent density functional (B3LYP) level are no more accurate enough for that level of theory and have to be substituted by SCS-CC2 values. While the structures of PC and o-DHPC are only slightly modified upon excitation, p-DHPC changes its structural parameters substantially. This is in line with [1 + 1] REMPI-spectra of these substances, which are interpreted with the help of Franck-Condon simulations.